Introduction
Nucleation is an ubiquitous phenomenon and process in nature by which a new phase is formed, and it is of direct relevance to many industrial processes 1 . Crystallization is the key step in the manufacture of most active pharmaceutical ingredients and small organic compounds and has a governing influence on the crystal product attributes 2 . Despite its importance however crystal nucleation remains poorly understood 3 .
The nucleation behaviours are usually characterized by measurements of induction time 4 , tind, or metastable zone width, MSZW 2, 5 . MSZW is the temperature difference between the saturation temperature and the nucleation temperature observed at a constant cooling rate. The MSZW is a measure of nucleation under polythermal conditions and has practical applications for design of crystallization processes, helping to select an ideal seeding point for a crystallization process 2 .
Nucleation time, tmszw, in a MSZW experiment can be defined as the time between the solution reaching saturation and nucleation being observed/detected during cooling, when the supersaturation increases with decreasing temperature. In polythermal experiments with linear cooling rates, several approaches have been developed for example by Nyvlt 6 , Kubota 7 and Sangwal 8 based on an emperial nucleation rate equation: = 1 (∆ ) 2 . MSZW data have been reported for many systems including acylanilides in aqueous ethanol 9 , paracetamol in water 10 or in ethanol 11 , benzoic acid in ethanol-water mixtures 12 and co-crystals of benzoic acid / isonicotinamide in 95 % ethanol 13 . Recently the relation between MSZW and induction times was investigated by using probability theory to estimate nucleation rates 8, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Induction time, tind, is measured under isothermal conditions and is defined as the time period from the solution reaching a constant temperature (supersaturation) until observing/detecting the nucleation. In isothermal experiments, interfacial energy and pre-exponential factor can be determined using the classical nucleation theory equation [21] [22] [23] [24] : = �− ∆ �. This approach has been used to provide further understanding of the solute-solvent interactions 25 , as well as transition state 26 , solvation shell 4 and desolvation process 27 . The relation between induction time and MSZW in supersaturated solutions has been compared 28 , however the relation between MSZW, interfacial energy and pre-exponential factor has not been established [29] [30] . The motivation for this study is therefore to address this gap and further understand nucleation thermodynamics and kinetics during MSZW experiments.
The relation between the induction time, measured in isothermal experiments, and the nucleation time, measured in polythermal experiments, was derived from classical nucleation theory equation by using the pre-exponential factor and the critical nucleation potential 31 . The critical nucleation potential, N, is a constant parameter describing the propensity for the system to nucleate and is independent of cooling rate and supersaturation. Recently, Shiau proposed an alternate interpretation to nucleation potential, defining a critical nucleation density that enables observation of nucleation [32] [33] [34] [35] In this work, the induction time and MSZW of L-ascorbic acid in water have been experimentally determined. A method is proposed to estimate median induction times from the measured median L-ascorbic acid is a form of vitamin C and is an antioxidant 42 . Its molecular structure is shown in Figure 1 , and it has only one reported polymorph 43 . It is soluble in water with reported solubility of 0.29 g / g water at 20 °C 44 . In industry it is usually purified by multistage batch crystallization from water 45 .
Theory
Critical nucleation potential 31 , describes the potential for the nucleation of a system whereas the accumulated nucleation potential describes the potential for nucleation given the history of the supersaturated state. For example, in cooling crystallization, nucleation potential accumulates when supersaturation is generated. Higher levels of supersaturation and longer time period lead to larger accumulated nucleation potential. The closer gap between the total accumulated nucleation potential with the critical nucleation potential is, the larger chance of occurring nucleation is.
Nucleation potentials in cooling crystallization with two kinds of simple temperature profiles are presented in this part, first is the induction time experiments (with constant temperature), and second is MSZW experiments (with linear cooling rate).
In classical nucleation theory, the induction time, ind , consists of three parts 5 : a relaxation time or transient period, r , the time required to nucleate, , and the growth time for a nucleated crystal to be detected, g . If the relaxation time and the growth time are assumed to be negligible [21] [22] [23] [24] , the induction time, ind = r + + ≈ , is inversely proportional to the nucleation rate 2 , , in a solution with volume . Combining the Arrhenius equation of nucleation rate in Classical Nucleation Theory, the induction time is dependent on supersaturation and temperature 5 :
where is the solid-liquid interfacial energy, is the molecular volume of the crystalline phase and R is the gas constant. and are the temperature and the supersaturation ratio of the solution, respectively. If the pre-exponential factor, , is assumed to be constant in certain range of temperature and supersaturation 2, 5 , by plotting ln ind versus −3 (ln ) −2 , the interfacial energy is determined from the slope, = 
It is noted that , in the experiment in Eqn. 1 represent the experimental results, usually used to determine the interfacial energy and nucleation work. In Eqn. 2, the induction time, , is an dependent parameter of ( ), which can be estimated from different levels of supersaturation in one system with same N, if the term AV is known, i.e ( ) is determined by ( ) by Eqn. 2.
The curve in Figure 2 ( 
where exp �− 3 3 ( ) 2 � is constant, due to the constant temperature and supersaturation in the isothermal experiment. from top to bottom) represents the integration of nucleation potential ∆ in an isothermal experiment at a constant temperature and a constant supersaturation level. The integral over time t from the time constant supersaturation is generated (t=0) to time becomes:
Therefore, the accumulation of nucleation potential, ∫ 0 , is a linear line in Figure 2 (b).
The blue trapezium, , in Figure 2 (a) presents the critical nucleation potential in a polythermal experiment at decreasing temperature and increasing supersaturation level. In this polythermal experiment, cumulative nucleation potential, [ ] , during each ( ) increases, i.e.
which can be also calculated by Eqn. 3, where decreases with increase in supersaturation.
In this work solubility equation with form of = −1 + + is used as in previous investigation 31, 46 , and other solubility equations are also applicable to this method. In a polythermal experiment linear cooling rate of z c is employed, and when the solution cools down to temperature 0 ( 0 is saturated temperature), time is recorded as = 0 . The accumulated nucleation potential till time (equal to t), becomes: 
Experimental work

Materials
L-Ascorbic acid (CAS reg. no. 50-81-7, mass purity >99.0%), was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used without further purification. Double distilled water was used.
Nucleation experiments
100 ml solution of L-ascorbic acid in pure water was prepared in a sealed 300 ml glass bottle with concentration of 0.4468 g / g water. The bottle was then submerged in a water bath kept at a constant temperature of 323.15 K which was about 15 K above the saturation temperature of 307.98 K. The solution was stirred for several hours using a magnetic stir bar during dissolution to make sure all solid material had been dissolved. The solution was transferred into glass vials (11.5 mm diameter and 1.8 mL volume) by syringe attached with a 0.2 µm PTFE membrane filter.
A PTFE-coated magnetic stir bar of size 7⤬2 mm was placed in each of the glass vial, and then the vials were sealed by Parafilm outside the cover to prevent evaporation. The vials with solutions were set in Crystal 16 (Avantium Amsterdam). Agitation of 1000 rpm was provided and the turbidity meter was used to determine the transparency of the solution. The solutions were initially clear and the nucleation was observed at the first decrease in the transparency. Totally 192 MSZWs and 120 induction times were determined (Table 1) 
Results and discussions
Experimental metastable zone widths
The wide distributions of MSZWs in Figure 3 and Figure increases with decreasing cooling rate that 18.0 < 9.0 < 6.0 < 3.0 K/hour. In the order from 3.0 to 18.0 K/hour, the average, lowest and largest MSZW increase, respectively. Correspondingly, the maximum driving force during the cooling process (driving force at nucleation) increases with increase of the cooling rates (Table 2) . The ratios between the longest nucleation time and the onset of the nucleation time are 1.9, 2.5, 2.7 and 5.0 at the cooling rate of 18.0, 9.0, 6.0 and 3.0 K/hour, respectively. The distribution of nucleation time widens with decreasing cooling rate. The width of the MSZW distribution is less significantly affected by the cooling rate. The median MSZWs is less than two times difference among experiments with these cooling rates, however, the difference among the median nucleation time in these experiments is more than three times, shown in Table 2 . Figure 5 shows the distributions of the induction time, at driving forces from 2.0 to 2.2 kJ/mol, the distributions of induction time at four higher driving forces are nearly parallel to each, and the longest induction time is about 3 times longer than the shortest induction time in each case.
Experimental induction times and nucleation parameters
However, at the lowest driving force, the distribution of induction time is much broader than other four distributions, and the longest induction time is about 4 times longer than the shortest induction time. According to the Eqn. 1, from the slope and the intercept of the linear line (supporting information), the interfacial energy and the pre-exponential factor can be determined and results are given in Table 3 . The Gibbs energy barriers to nucleation are about 5 to 6 kJ/mol, the sizes of the critical nucleus are about 0.6 -0.7 nm and the critical numbers of nucleus are about 6 to 8. The interfacial energy of ascorbic acid in water is 6.482 mJ/m 2 , which is in the same order as values of several other organic compounds [47] [48] [49] .
Extrapolated metastable zone widths from induction time experiments
The critical nucleation potential of ascorbic acid in water is 89.55 (kJ/mol) 3 , and AV is 0.029 s -1
(shown in 
Estimated induction times from metastable zone width experiments
An optimization method is applied to find the best fitting MSZW at each cooling rate to the experimental MSZW, and respective interfacial energy, pre-exponential factor and induction time at each driving force can be estimated from the optimized MSZW. By calculation of the objective function, Eqn. 6, (the difference between experimental values and extrapolated values with one or more cooling rates) for every possible combination values of and ,
where is estimated from Eqn. If we estimate the induction time from MSZW at single cooling rate, applying the Eqn. 6 with each cooling rate, the interfacial energy estimated from cooling rate at 18.0 K/hour are closest to the experimental values (Table 5 ) than those at other cooling rates. The estimated interfacial energy is 7.055 / , which is close to experimental value 6.482 / with only about 3 % variation. between nucleation temperature in polythermal and in isothermal experiments invalidate the assumption that pre-exponential factor, A, is constant, i.e. independent on temperature. If we fit each MSZW with constant N (determined from induction time experiments) at each cooling rate, the values of A systematically decrease with increase in cooling rates, i.e. decrease in the nucleation temperature, shown in Table 5 , which show a strong influence of the temperature on the pre-exponential factors. MSZWs follow at comparable cooling rates, shown in Figure 11 . The ascorbic acid in water have much higher critical nucleation potential than other systems, and accordingly, the MSZWs are much wider than other systems, while the butyl paraben in ethanol has very small critical nucleation potential, and the MSZWs (very narrow) are in the bottom of Figure 11 . Figure 11 shows MSZWs increase with increase in the critical potentials and with increase in the cooling rates, which indicate that the critical nucleation potentials determine the widths of metastable zone and the cooling rates (shown as dashed lines) determine the accumulative rates of nucleation potential to reach critical nucleation potential at each system. and the dissolvation is relatively difficult 53 . Because of the limited understanding of the dissolvation process and dissolvation energy, it is hard to fully predict the influences of dissolvation process on the relation, which is also the challenge of the classical nucleation theory.
In all the experiment reported in this work, there is no transition from homogeneous nucleation to heterogeneous nucleation in induction times analyzed by Eqn. 1. It is challenge to distinguish the heterogeneous nucleation and homogeneous nucleation in MSZW experiments. From the theory, the heterogeneous nucleation happens at lower supersaturation, for example S*. If the nucleation happens at supersaturation level lower than S*, the homogeneous nucleation transforms to heterogeneous nucleation 5 , when we keep solution at a constant supersaturation level. In this work, the max supersaturation in MSZW experiment is always higher than S*, we ignore the heterogeneous nucleation in the estimations. We cannot deny in a certain MSZW experiment with very low cooling rate, the max supersaturation at nucleation may be lower than S*. Should we accept that the heterogeneous nucleation happens in this case? In our work, if we can estimate the critical nucleation potential in heterogeneous nucleation, which should be smaller than that in the homogeneous nucleation for one system, i.e. interfacial energy is smaller in heterogeneous nucleation. Correspondingly, the estimated MSZW from the critical nucleation potential in heterogeneous nucleation should be smaller than what we estimated in this work.
Because of the limitation of technology, we can observe the nucleation only after secondary nucleation induced by one or several big enough crystals, which grow during the growth time, , after the initial nucleation 54 . However, uncertainty of the growth time is not investigated here to simplify the equation of the relation between MSZWs and induction times. In the MSZW experiments if solutions cool down to an equal temperature, at a lower cooling rate longer growth time spends and bigger mother crystal obtains. Accordingly, at a lower cooling rate less growth time needed to form a big enough nucleus, i.e. less temperature difference is needed to induce secondary nucleation, which may attribute a relatively narrower MSZW than expected.
In the equation of the relation, the pre-exponential factor is simplified to be constant. However, the influence of pre-exponential factor is unneglectable where the metastable zone width is wide, i.e. critical nucleation potential is high and nucleation is very difficult. The pre-exponential factors we estimated from optimization by fitting MSZWs decrease with decreasing temperature (Table   5 ) as expected. Since with the increase in cooling rate, the MSZW increases, the influence of temperature on AV magnifies, leading to a bigger variation of the prediction from this equation of the relation. However, it is noticed that at a faster cooling rate of ascorbic acid aqueous solution, the estimated MSZW has smaller variation with experimental values and the estimated value of AV from MSZW is closer to that determined from induction time experiments. The reason should be that the nucleation temperature in MSZW experiment at a faster cooling rate is nearer to the constant temperature (range) in the induction time experiments, which indicate weaker influence of AV on the prediction than the MSZW determined at a slow cooling rate. Shiau 34 has investigated the influence of temperature on pre-exponential factor with similar principle equations.
The dependency of pre-exponential factor on temperature is much more complicated. The dependency of kinetics on temperatures and the optimized cooling rates for estimating between MSZW and induction time will be further investigated.
From the equation of the relation, it is possible to predict the influence of the volume and saturation temperature, and stirring rate, which are all consistent with the literatures reported tendency of the effect of cooling rate 36 , volume [14] [15] , saturation temperature 38 40 and stirring rate 41 as discussed in last work. In this work, we show the relation between isothermal and polythermal methods.
With this relation, it is potential to predict the MSZW / nucleation temperature under more complicated temperature profiles, like cooling profiles of polynomial equations, step cooling in multistage parallel crystallizers, continuous oscillatory baffled crystallizer, as well as to potentially estimate the nucleation temperature with scaling up and between these continuous crystallizers. In addition, it is potential to estimate critical nucleation potential / interfacial energy and preexponential factor by single or several MSZWs. 
Conclusions
